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Eclipse SAAM on Cloud 2022 is a vendor-neutral scientific conference organized for software researchers on Cloud Computing. More information about Eclipse SAAM on Cloud 2022 is available here: https://events.eclipse.org/2022/saam-cloud. The conference will be held at the following location:

Eclipse SAAM on Cloud 2022 co-located at EclipseCon 2022
Forum am Schlosspark
Stuttgarter Straße 33
71638 Ludwigsburg, Germany
+49 7141 9103900

SAAM on Cloud 2022 is produced by the Eclipse Foundation, ATB and ITI.

- The Eclipse Foundation is a not-for-profit, member-supported corporation that hosts the Eclipse projects and helps cultivate both an open-source community and an ecosystem of complementary products and services. More information: http://www.eclipse.org/.

- ATB (Institute for Applied Systems Technology Bremen) is an application oriented research institute founded jointly by the Free Hanseatic City of Bremen and several leading industrial enterprises in Bremen area in 1991. More information: https://www.atb-bremen.de.

- The Information Technologies Institute (ITI) was founded in 1998 as a non-profit organization under the auspices of the General Secretariat of Research and Technology of Greece, with its head office located in Thessaloniki, Greece. More information: https://www.iti.gr/.
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